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Preface
With the objective of developing a policy on peat and peatlands, the National Water and Soil
Conservation Organisation (NWASCO) convened an interdepartmental meeting on 15 April1980.
The organisationl represented and those who attended are listed in Appendix A. At this meeting a
paper by H. Joll (Áppendix B) which reviewed the state of peatland management and use was
discussed.

The meeting looked at a number of relevant issues, including the lack of a national policy which
would be praitical at a local level and the need to c.onsider town and country planning issues
(controls at the regional level and pubtic participation). It found that the export of peat $'as not
àcceptable to all inierested parties but that economics were an important consider,ation if peat is to
be a-viable mining operatioñ. It looked at the conflicts with other land uses and at the effects of over
and under drainage.
The Chairman pointed out that these conflicts and peatland management generally were causing
difficulties in the administration of water and soil consewation legislation. He proposed that'two
working parties (one each for the North and South Islands) and a steering committee be formed'
The meeting agreed and established the steering committee and working parties with the broad
aim of identifying conflicts, and requirements of different uses (compatible and incompatible): the
working partiós would operate at the local level and the steering committee would co-ordinate the
local aridnational interest. (The terms of ¡eference agreed to by the meeting for the committee and
working parties are given in Appendix C and the membership of each is given in Appendix D')
By August 198L, the working parties had completed their reports. These were sent by the steering
committeé to a number of inteieited organisations with a request for comrnents for consideration by
the committee. Because there was some urgency to finish the present phase of study, the committee
was not able to provide an opportunity for comments by the general public.
In December 1981 the steering committee considered the reports and the comments it had
received and made a number of rècommendations to NWASCO. One of these was that the rePort
be published, to stimulate further discussion and to allow for comments. Because its work was
completed the steering committee was then disbanded.

The reports of each working party are given in Sections 1 and 2 of this publication; the
recommendations of the steering committee are in Section 3.
Comments and submissions relating to this publication are now invited and should be directed to:
Director of Water and Soil Conservation

Water and Soil Division
Ministry of Works and DeveloPment
PO Box 12 O4l
WELLINGTON
The next phase of study will be for NWASCO to consider implementation of the steering
committee's recommendations.

My thanks are due to all members of the steering committee and the working patties and to the
p"opte co-opted to assist at various stages of the study. Thanks are also due to the various district
l,ftô"r of thè Ivtinistry of Works and Development, catchment authorities and private organisations
who made their faciiities available for meetings, field work and lePort compilation.

R. K. lloward,
Chairman,
Peatlands Policy Study Steering Committee.
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1. Peatlands Policy Guidelines:

The North lsland Working
Party Report
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lntroduction
The North Island Working Party is made up of representatives from the Catchment Authorities,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Ministry of Works, Wildlife Service of Internal Affairs, Soil
Bureau of O.S.I.R., Mines Division of the Ministry of Energy, N.Z. Counties Association and
Department of Lands and Survey. A representative of the peat mining industry (Mr. R. A. Martin
of Hauraki Peat Ltd) was invited to join the party. Mr. K. Thompson of the University of Waikato,
also a member, is out of New Zealand until early 1981, but replied to the working party by post.
The working party members are all based in the Waikato or Auckland and meetings were held at
the Waikato Valley Authority offices in Hamilton. A preliminary meeting was called (31July 1980)
to allow members to talk over the suggested terms of reference. Subsequent to this meeting
members were asked to submit their comments on aspects of peatland management in which they
have expertise. The comments were forwarded to the convenor and copies of all submissions were
distributed to all members prior to a second meeting (26 September 1980) where the terms of
reference were discussed in greater detail and with reference to the members' comments. A field
trip for members was run on 25 September visiting an area of peat mining and a Lands and Survey
development block (pastoral farming) at Ngatea, a private horticultural venture at Maramarua,'and
the Whangamarino swamp (undeveloped peat swamp) near Meremere.
Participants are involved in a variety of fields related to peatlands management and therefore are
interested in promoting the multiple use of peatlands. In order to be able to determine the most
suitable or best use of any piece of peatland the working party agreed it is necessary to understand
the functions and properties of not only the piece of land itself but also the propertíes of the whole
peat body surrounding it, and indeed the peat resources of the whole of New Z'ealatd.
Although, during working party meetings, the terms of reference were discussed in the sequence
given by ihe Steerit g Committee meeting of 15 April 1980, the order has been rearranged in the
following report so that continuity is maintained. During discussion the working party suggested
that wording of term of reference number 8 be changed to read:
"To consider existing legislative and administrative controls over peat and whether:
(a) all parties . ."
If the statement is considered in this form, bodies that are concerned with administering the
legislation (e.g. Planning Tribunal) are included. Otherwise the terms of reference covered all
asþects thai were of cõncern with provision made in number 10 for points not specifically
mentioned.
The following document is a synthesis of points discussed at the two meetings of the North Island

Working Party incorporating the comments of individual participants as submitted, and also
including points madé at meètings of the Steering Committee and South Island Working Party.

Gritical factors in Peatland management
Discussions stem from peatland uses and therefore the third of the terms of reference will'oe dealt

with first.

"To identify critical factors in the understanding of peatlands."
The meeting of the Steering Committee of 15 April 1980 discussed a number of functions for
peatlands whlch were listed- according to whether they have specific -a¡ea .and/or volume
iequirements. The working party agreéd with these categories and the following uses and/or
functions of pedtlands were discussed.
Pastoral farmlng: This is traditionally dairying backed up by physical location factors of pe.atlands
(flat land near lãrge towns). Other piactices súch as stock fatténing, stud farming and deer farming
are also carried out.

Horticulture and cropping: Blueberry production is a crop which has generated a good deal of
interest in peatland tiãttu!"-"rt with present high prices. Market garden crops zuch 1s pumpkin,
onions and- urpar"gus are-also grownìaking advanìage of some of the properties of peat soils,
though these ôropJ can be g.o*:tr in other soit. f'oO¿ir crops such as maize and barley are also
grown.
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Peat mtnlng: This is covered in detail later. Only certain types of peat are suitable for mining,
depending on the peat-forming material and proportion of mineral soil. In New Zealand peat is
mined for the nursery industry (bulk peat, peat pots and mixed with sand, bark etc. for potting mix).
Although peat is used as a fuel in other countries it is unlikely to be used in New 7*alandbecause of
the limited resource.

Nurtery: Peat is used in situ as a nursery for plants.
Hldrological purlxloes: The function of peatlands in catchment hydrology is very poorly known ano
it is therefore difficult for the working party to make recommendations. Overdiainage leading to
drying out and shrinkage has occurred in the past. In many instances large areas of undeveloþed
peat swamp serve to maintain a constant summer flow, act as a ponding area during floods and act as
a 'sponge' which stores ground water. Such functions are a feature of the individuá peat swamp and
vary widely.
Large,Peat areas notably in Hauraki (V/aihouÆiako scheme) and the Waikato (Lower Waikato
scheme) are important for flood control. Kopuatai Peat Dome forms the watershed between the
Piako and Waihou Rivers and as such prevents water flooding from one system to the other. Flood
waters are absorbed by and accumulate on the peat, eventually draining through canalised
waterways thus bypassing valuable farmland.
Whangamarino Swamp provides some 10 000 ha of ponding area for the design flood of the
Lower Waikato scheme-water that otherwise would inundate farms and towns on the plain.
High water tables, saturated soils, and dryittg out and shrinkage of drained peat are propefties of
peallands that pose serious problems to developers and engineers. These aspeõts need invéstigation
and identification in order to assess potential problems that may be encountered by developing peat
areas.

At present a single peatland area is often'administered by several drainage boards. It was felt
tlrat, qs drainage and water storage aspects of peatlands are a function of thè whole area the bog
should be considered as a single entity. In order to achieve this, co-ordination of drainage schemei
should be undertaken by the local catchment authority (where this is not already done) though
works may be undertaken on a local basis. Hoe-o-Tainui peat dome (Waikato) forms the watershèd
between the Piako and Waikato Rivers. Even though water drains in different directions on the two
sides of the peat bog development on either side may affect the water table on the other. In such a
situation the two catchment authorities would also need to co-operate to maintain satisfactory
drainage control.
Water table control and drainage aspects of peatlands are critical for all uses and should take
priority especially since there are many unknown effects. Once peat has been overdrained it needs
expensive irrigation to maintain a good moisture balance. If it dries out it is extremely difficult to rewet and the value of the resource is lost.
Scientllic and ecotogicat reserves: Unmodified peatland areas set aside as scientific reserves would
provide information both of scientific interest and of use for future peatland management. As
mentioned above relatively little is known of the hydrological processes operating in péat. Studies
designed to investigate such processes would be useful to agriculture, mining, Orãinage operations
and construction on peat.
Unmodified peat reserves could allow fo¡ biological and ecological studies. Some plant and
animal species which are found in peat swamps are rare and warraniprotection. Ecologicãl studies
of plant/animaVenvironment interactions are of scientific inte¡est. Such interactions are very
complex and depend on such parameters as vegetation, exposure, food sources etc. It is generally
the unmodified peat areas that are most useful for this purpose though animal life may be morê
diverse on the margins of such swamps.
Studies on environmental aspects may be conducted utilising observations of variation in peat
composition, peat type, pollen analysis and volcanic ash layers etc.
Such areas can have a general educational value, depending on their diversity and access. Access
however needs to be cont¡olled to avoid modification of the natural state by visitors.
Recrestion: Both active (e.g. hunting and fishiug) and passive (e.g. scenic) forms of recreation were
considered uses of peatlands.

Other uses: There are a number of uses for peatlands that a¡e not cu¡¡ently practised in New
Zealand' That is not to say that these may not be viable in the future. Wax extrãction, kauri gum
extraction (from northern swamps) and possible oil extraction have been mooted.
Critical factors for investigation clearly vary for different uses and therefore all parameters need
to be investigated if the multiple use option is to be considered.
10
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Present status and future needs of Peatland research in

New Zealand.

The second listed term of reference asked members to:
,,examine 'A Survey of New Zealand Peat Resources' . . to determine if:
(a) the bogs surveyed were a representative cross-section of the various types of peat bogs in
New Zealand;
(b) there are areas not included in the survey that require documentation to give a complete
coverage;
(c) the descriptions and classifications of the bogs provide adequate details on the peatlands;
(d)further surveys and detailed investigations are required'"

Although the report presents a cross-section of New Zealandpeatlands it is not, nor rilas intended
to be, a cãmplete õou"iug" and several large areas which were included in other surveys have been
omitted, forìxample the-peatlands of Manawatu and \ilellington (described in an earlier D.S.I.R.
(Soil Bureau)
investigation,
small areas ar
listed to give a complete coverage of the Peat res
lacking. A preliminary list is given in Table 1.
The present form of the survey gives a good background description of each area and usually a
selectión of peat profiles. It doèsiot, however, give sufficient detail on all parameters that are
required for management decisions or for all of tñe peatlands. Several aspects in particular need
furiher investigatioìr. There is wildlife and fisherit s information given for only two peatlands. When
protection aspócts need to be taken into account for local planning decis
iimply not avãilable and decisions may be made which are detrimental to
signìficant peatland wildlife habitats were omitted from the survey because
size or are on shallow Peat.
ell be expanded in an extended survey in order to
cision can be made on the most suitable use for a
as Flauraki, where there is a high demand for
en priority consideration. It was suggested that
surface vegetation of unmodified peat areas, and
quality of peats is required to be mapped on as large a scale as possible. Clearly such investigations
wo"ld involve a largè input of time tò cover all peatlands but the working party felt that areas of
conflict over land use at present under discussion should be investigated first.
Some areas could be set aside as scientific reserves to study processes operating in peatlands'
Scientific studies suggested by the working party included investigations on the effect of man's
of drains, different
activities on peat (suih as changes in surface level
ies
will help in the
and
hy
methods of iarmiàg) as well aé ecological
ment'
provide
in
turn
and
peatlands
understanding of
The peat resouïces report does not give any information on land tenure of the peat areas
,rr.u"y"ã. The working party feels that this information is needed and that tenure should be
invesíigated for all areãs-(seè Table 1). Problems associated with tenure are discussed in a later
section of this rePort.
A more detailed, extended survey of New Zealand peat resources will allow the economic
benefits of different uses to be assessed. This would need to be reviewed from time to time as
demands and the economic situation changed.
As was noted above, different ,rr"r. ur"'ittterested in different properties of peatlands, but, in
order to allocate the best use or combination of uses, all aspects need to be investigated for each
area.

At present such an
Surface vegetation, wil
land tenure and soils
management guidelines

for the unique physical and socio-economic conditions of the area-

the pro_cess of
Although most of the peatlands surveye
cleared,
ready
being devãloped (e.g. mined and being put
interest
as the
be
also
draiied and well estãbHshed should
techniques.
management
past
and
present
the
result
of
are
areas
in
these
processes operating
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TABLE

1:

NOR,TH ISLAND PEATLANDS.

Peatland
Sweetwater

Area

(ha)

5 000

Hikurangi

25W

2W

Kaimaumau

Waipu
Te Raite

Ownership

c+P

c

7X)
100
150

c
c

4 800

C

2 040

P
P
P
P
P

Rangiputa

Aka Aka/Otaua
Tuakau

Te Kohanga
Mangatawhiri
Motukaraka

1 300

37ffi

Papakura
Clevedon
Whangamarino

10 000
1 500

Ohinewai
Kopuatai
Hauraki
Te Mimiha
Hoe-o-Tainui

P

9 000
10 000

P

1 100

P

I 450

I

Orini
Kainui
Komakorau
Ohote
Kaituna
Waihi
Rukuhia

c+P

470
7 420

27ffi

ffi

P
P
P
P

3 540

23æ
6 420
8 470

Moanatuatua
Tarawera
Poukawa

P+C
P+C

3 000
890

Te Aute
Turangi
Lower Hutt
Woodville
Foxton

ffi

Ngamatea
Pahipahi

Rangitaiki
Te Kawa

2500
20æ
200
250
300
700
300

Whangape
Waahi

Ratapiko
Midhurst
Ngaere

Ahukawakawa

90c
?c

Mt. Damper
Waitaanga

P

c+P

P
P
P
P

c

P:

Private
C : Crown
Information taken from Lands and Survey records and Technical publication No. 14.

spatial requ¡rements for econom¡c use of peatlands
Point four of the terms of reference suggested that the working party:
'li{-entify and make recommendations on the minimal areal and volumetric requirements for
different uses of peatlands."
This goes beyond the qualification made above that mining and the nursery industry
have specific
requirements for quality and other physical factors.
t2
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As mentioned above, lvater content and drainage aspects should be given first priority when
considering allocation of peatlands and land use management. Areal requirements for such
hydrological uses will vary widely depending on the nature of the peat area and its catchment. For
example 10 000 ha is set aside for flood water storage purposes in Whangamarino Swamp. This is a
function of the total catchmeît area, surface topography of the swamp and surrounding area, the
volume of water in the Waikato and the design of the flood diversion scheme. If more flooding of
other ground could be tolerated then a smaller area of swamp would be needed for flood storage.
Some uses, particularly agriculture, do have minimum requirements for economic operation
given local conditions. The following notes were provided by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries representative. They are average North Island requirements and include comments on
physical requirements that are limiting for that crop. These are not defined in any other section and
were not specifically requested in the terms of reference but are included here for completeness.
Agriculture, usually pastoralism, is the main use for developed peatland. Usually peatland is
farmed after being mined.
Open ground nursery stock: (e.g. on mineralised peatlands at Clevedon and Kumeu, near
Auckland). I-ocation of nurseries is dependent on access to the market, and climate and also on
physical qualities such as depth of watei table and peat quality. Ten hectares is the minimum òize
which allows for rotation. Nurseries also use mined peat so are vulnerable to shortages.
Btueberry cropplng: This is a relatively new venture that has aroused considerable interest. The
minimum area is about six hectares with drainage and fertilisers needed to sustain production (see

Table 2).
Orchards: The minimum area is about 10 ha on mineralised peat. Citrus, persimmon and kiwifruit
have been grown successfully. 'Ihe latter requires supporting structures as recommended with extra
bracing necessary in some instances. Choice of species depends on climate, location and water table.

A minimum of 2f30 ha is required for commercial cropping on peat. Cropping is
restricted by climate and, more importantly, water table depth. Pumpkin, onions, sweetcorn and
asparagus have been grown.

Vegetables:

Farm Cropping: (e.g. maize, barley). Rotation cropping o1. maize (three years pasture) requires a
minimum of 40 ha on a 720 ha farm, and two years cropping of barley alternating with a greenfeed
crop requires a minimum of 40ha on a l20ha farm. Drains about 0.6m deep are needed.
Pasture: The minimum area is 60 ha which needs drainage and fertiliser (see Table 2).
Costs for preparation, particularly drainage of peatlands for any sort of agriculture, are very high.
Developing peatlands for agriculture depencls on a number of factors which, in summary, include:
. water level, and the degree to which the water table fluctuates seasonally and whether it can
be maintained at a suitable level. If the water table cannot be controlled then usefulness for
horticulture is limited.
. climatic requirements, access and proximity to markets-factors beyond the soil quality

limitation.
o economics of breaking in the land.
Mining: The nursery industry requires about 50 000m3 bulk air-dried peat per year, harvested from
approximately L0 ha per year. The depth to which the peat is mined (i.e. volume) will depend on the
depth of the peat body and presence of any restricting layers (stumps etc). Quality of peat also
restricts use. Mining, as well as depending on type and quality of peat also needs to take account of
drainage. Some areas of minable peat have been destroyed by overdraining for agriculture in the
past and mining can pose a threat to subsequent use if overdraining occurs during the operation.
Legislative controls at present in operation should prevent such a condition occurring.

TABLE

2:

REQIIREMENTS FOR PEAT USES.

requirements

Nursery

Area
10 ha

Access, climate, quality of peat,

Blueberries

6ha

Drains 50{0 cm deep,

Use

Physical

Fertiliser requirements

water table control

100 m

apart

200 kg serpentine super
50 kg sulphate of potash in

spring
50 kg sulphate of ammonia

*

2 kg copper sulphate every 3
years

Orchards

10 ha

Access, climate, water table
control
13
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Vegetables

2f30

Marze, barley

40 ha on
120 ha unit

Pasture

ha

climate, watet table control,
mineralised peat
Drains 60 crn deep

8

tonnes/ha lime 500 kgkg copperised super

1000

when seeded

Forestry

50 ha
160 ha

Hydrological

?

Reserve

?

Mining

10 ha/yr

Drains 60 cm deep
Climate, access, water table
controllepends on species
Depends on catchment characteristics, climate etc.
Depends on purpose, characteristics, location undeveloped
Quality-land prepared for
further use after mining
Depth of mining depends on
topography, quality and timber
layers-about 1-2 m

as

for

maløe

New Zealand Forest Service should be consulted on identification of areas suitable for
afforestation. ?hysical aspects such as access, climate and particularly water level will determine
suitability and species. About 160 ha is the minimum ut"å for commercial forestry (2 ha is the
minimum area for financial assistance for farm forestry).
It is difficutt to define actual areal or volumetric req-uirements for other peatland uses such as
wildlife, fisheries, scientific or scenic reseryes. There is a size below which the peatland cannot
ore is not truly representative, but this cannot be
es is found to be gteater in areas with a partly
peatlands. Reserves need to be large enough to
e a buffer zone from the adjacent land (usually
ational uses the reserve may serve (e.9. hunting,
orb' encroaching effects of the neighbouring land
use (e'g. drainage altering the water level and therefore the variãty of plants, uplaña bird sþecies
using vegetation for shelter; grazing animals entering the peatland; ând seedi carried into the
swamp).
It is difficult to rate wildlife values of an area because a variety of species are present. Whereas an
area may have outstanding value for one particular aspect (e.g. iish¡ it may be quite undistinguished
fo¡ a¡rother (e.g. birds), or may be valuable for diveisity ìutiet than prósence of a particular rare
species.

.Generally l919el habitats can support larger numbers of individuals or species and a larger area
will be more likely to maintain these numbérs. The numbers will decrease with increasing ãi.t"o""
from another, similar
prefera
view, to-smaller, sepa
a speci
need-s of the species.
"ulì.rg
numbers will graduall
reachê
allocated for such purPoses without investigation into the needs of the populations and the physical
properties of the peatland.

Peat as a Mineral Resource
The seventh term of reference requested that the working party:
"discuss and make recommendations on the role and use of peat
resource,"

as a

mineral and industrial

i"1ii'lTiH:;liliJ::ï:ï-'"inïi:ä'ff

ïlü:i:

mining, but mined areas can subsequentr,3:ät:iä:i,Î"?itlit,Tli:
over other developments. To achieve this end all peatland areas need investigating to determine
quality and quantity of peat and areas of minable peat should be identified.

iä:'..,I"ft"f:;f:i'f"i:;

t4
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A number of points were made regarding mining peat in order not to destroy the resource. As was
noted above protection of the water resource should be the primary consideration in peatland
development. Peat mining therefore should not extend below a certain depth determined by the
local water table and requirements of neighbouring users. Periodic levelling, to be undertaken by
the mining company, should be made a condition of the mining licence.
Rehabilitation of a mined area is of particular concern. The working party decided that the term
"prepared for an improved land management" best represented the final aim and should be
included in the conditions contained in the mining licence. This terminology was adopted because
the working party felt that the land is usually in a bette¡ and more usable condition after the clearing
and draining that is involved in mining peat, than when the operation began, thus rehabilitation
does not apply and it would not be acceptable for the land to be left to revert to scrub swamp, for
example. Such a condition on the mining licence would encourage further development towards
cropping or grazing.
A point was raised regarding funding. Whereas agricultural development (e.9. Lands and Survey
development blocks) benefits the local community (e.g. produce sold at local markets, services
required) mining royalties are paid into the Consolidated Fund and do not directly return to the
local community. There could be a possibility of this money being'tagged' and subsequently used in
future development of the land. This would also act as a safeguard if a mining company was to go
bankrupt.
Mining the whole or a restricted area was also discussed. This is especially relevant in the example
of Kaimaumau Swamp (Northland) where mining would be for extraction of kauri gum. Such an
operation may destroy the resource for future use and the question needs to be asked if such mining
is beneficial to the district in the long term.
Applications for mining licences for peat mining need special consideration as some five years is
involved in preparation of a site before mining can begin. Approximately 10 ha of peat is required
per year for present production needs. Permits need to be issued for 10 ha each year though that
particular block will not be mined for five years. Peat mining legislation will be discussed in a
subsequent section.

Tenure
As noted above, the survey of New Zealatd peat resources did not include any information on
land tenure-information that is necessary for formation of management decisions, One of the
terms of reference (6) asked the working party to:
"identify problems associated with tenure".
Most of the large peat areas in the North Island are Crown Land with some areas around the
margins in private ownership. The reverse is true for the South Island. Table 1 shows the main areas
of Crown Land in the North Island.
The fi¡st major problem considered is that as a peat bog is a single living entity, it should be
controlled and/or managed by one body. This point cropped up earlier in discussion as to
fragmented drainage management but can be extended to relate to all aspects of peatland
development, regardless of tenure. Undeveloped peatlands particularly suffer from a conflict of
interests. There is pressure for mining (if suitable quality), agricultural development, recreation and

for presewation in the natural

state.

Co-operation among local bodies would undoubtedly be an advantage in peatland management.
For example at Ruku Farm Settlement unco-ordinated land development on Crown and privatelyowned properties has led to increased water runoff and a comprehensive drainage scheme has to be
installed before development can be completed.
Management plans for an area should cover the whole of any peat area as the effect of any kind of
development cannot be isolated. Some examples of this sort of co-operative investigation a¡e under
way. The resources survey of the Whangamarino Swamp mentioned above is one. A working party
was established to investigate all aspects of land use on Kopuatai Peat Dome (Hauraki) which led to
recommendations as to reserving the peat dome until further investigation and a management plan
could be established.
The working party concluded that the problem does not lie in the land tenure itself but rather in a
lack of co-ordinated management and administration. It would appear that local bodies concerned
with drainage or land use allocation would be best to co-operate where boundaries cross a peatland
area.
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Legislation
As part of preparing management guidelines for peatland, existing legislation needs to be
considered and possibly amended to suit the particular case of peat development or preservation.
This was set out to be discussed by the working party under the terms of reference and generated a
great deal of comment and suggestion from participants. There are several shortcomings in the
present legislation regarding peatlands such that it does not allow any binding regulation of peatland
development.
It was noted that nowhere in the statutes that exercise controls over peatlands, is there a clear
definition of peat. A legal definition is required, especially with referenc€ to the Coal Mines Act.
The working party compiled a tentative definition of peat based on peat uses as well as properties of
the material. There is a difference between "peat material" which can be mined as well as used for
other purposes and "peaty soilst' which contain an element of peat. Depth is considered an
important attribute for peat material.
'Peat material: An accumulation of organic material formed under anaerobic conditions,
over 5O cm thickness.'
This definition therefore also takes into account the situation where a body of peat material is
overlain by a mineralised soil, but does not include thin layers of organic matter such as are found in
a forest soil. A description of peat types and peat soils is given in 'Soil Survey Method' (N.2. Soil
Bur. Bull. 25,1970). "A Survey of New Zealand Peat Resources" classifies most of the swamps
surveyed by this method.
Peat was classed as a mineral under the Coal Mines Amendment Act 1972 and is included as
"coal" under the Coal Mines Act 1979 and is therefore under the control of the Ministry of Energy.

Land dr¡in¡ge and development legislatlon: Development of peatland may involve a conflict of
interests as to the use of any drainage scheme which is initiated. Drainage schemes are for control of
the water table but this usually involves removing the excess water with less consideration to the
optimal water table level for all uses. The existing legislation needs to be considered with regard to
such conflict,
Legislation which refers to peatland drainage is:
Land Drainage Act 1908
Local Government Amendment Act tW9
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 7941 and Amendment 1959
Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967.
The overall intention of the Land Drainage Act (1908) is drainage for prevention of flooding by
removal of excess water from the land. The Act offers management control of peatland drainage by
creation of drainage districts and areas. The Local Government Amendment Act (1979) has a
similar function and enables control of drainage of peatlands by local bodies. llowever the
administration is limited in that land drainage is not a mandatory function of local bodies and the
mechanisms for creation of drainage districts are subject to ratepayers' polls. The major problem
with drainage control through the two Acts is that control is limited to water removal for flood
control only.
The Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act (1941) provides for soil conservation and
prevention of flooding and erosion. The Act's provisions fo¡ undertaking works are similar to the
above. I{owever in this case the powers are mandatory insofar as the purpose of the Act is
concerned. The Act also charges catchment boards with the overall supervision of any drainage
works. Primarily control is over flooding and erosion. Although the term "soil conservation" is
introduced it is not clearly defined. Land can be protected from flooding under the Act but it is not
clear within the Act whether any effect of drainage works on the soil body would be included under
soil conservation under this Act. The 1959 amendment expanded the Act by introducing controls
over land though again only regarding flood and erosion control. Broadly speaking protection from
overdrainage could be seen as preventing soil erosion as overdried peat becomes very loose and can
be easily eroded by wind.
IJnder the rWater and Soil Couservation Act (1967) the purposes of preverrtior of flood and
erosion damage and promotion of multiple uses of natu¡al water (e.g. drainage, water supply,
ecological uses) are most pertinent to peatland development. Control mechanisms are provided by
way of water right procedures. In the case of peatlands development these would predominantly
involve rights for diversion and discharge of natural water and damming of streams. There is no
provision in the Act for overall statutory management control.
The above Acts do not provide adequate administration of peatland uses. There is no provision
for enforced water table control in an overall scheme and overdrainage and thence deterioration of
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the peat soils is a potential threat. There needs to be some consideration through legislation, of
ou"rä[ control of a peat body to consider all options of multiple use of peatlands and present and
possible futu¡e demand.
There is no provision for the setting up of a statutorily binding mangement plan. Drainage
districts and aréas are subject to public scrutiny by way of their creation and setting of ¡ates'
Although the Acts can control drainage to avoid flooding, water table control for other Purposes
is outside-the provisions of any of the Acts. The question as to whether providing water table control
to avoid changing the nature of the soil through unsatisfactory drainage practices, constitutes soil
conservation is undecided and needs further consideration under the 1941 Act.
Under the L967 Act multiple use of drainage works may be considered at the water right stage.
The limiting factor would belhat control is by ad hoc method. The water right procedure however is
the only méchanism under the statutes covering drainage that can consider multiple use of the
drains.

Land use and mlning leglslative controls: At the present time the relationship of the Water and Soil
Conservation Act GgAl) and the Town and Country Planning Act (1977) to the mining Acts is
under scrutiny by courts and Gove¡nment. It would appear that the mining Acts override the other
Acts. In the tase of peat resources the working party saw this as an unsatisfactory situation' As
development of peatlãnds can have far-reaching effects on other land, there should be some change
in the iaw allowing for mining, drainage and agricultural development to work into comprehensive
land management. If peat is tõ be considered as coal then legislative procedures should be altered to
provide fo; statutory-public participation. At present controls on mining operations are imposed
îhrough the miningiiõence. Appücãtions are publicly advertised and receive comment from local
bodieõ, Departmeñt of Lands ãnd Sorvey, catchment authorities and the general public. Special
conditions may be imposed as a result. Controls such as recommended depth of drains and postmining prepaiation of sites have been discussed above. These controls would have to be the
respoñsi-bitity of the mining company and overseen by the Mines Division of the Ministry of Energy._
Às well að conflict for use beìweên mining and agriculture, there are also potential problems of
conflicts among agricultural uses. Cont¡ols over land uses would be considered under the Town and
Country Plannlng Act. There is often a further conflict of interest between development and
reservaiion. Scenic or scientific preservation is of value to the community at large and there may be
conflict when an individual wants to develop an area of peat. Provision for reservation of
undeveloped peatland is straightforward. If it is required that a peatland should remain
undeveloþed there are a numbér of methods to achieve the objective. However the Town and
Country Þlanning Act cannot be used to restrict peatland development without compensation for
such restrictions.
The Town and Country Planning Act may be used for zoning provisions regarding the potential
conflict between mining ôr agriculiural uses. District scheme intentions can be contained within a

statement of policies ãnd oidinances. As noted above statutory control can only be through
acquiring land as a reserve with appropriate compensation. The use of the Town and Country
Plaining- Act to control the differènt drainage requirements of different agricultural uses is
inappropriate.
In-summary the problem of legislation of peatland developmet is a lack of definitive control. Peat
needs to be ólear$ defined as do management aims to protect the resource and yet, at the same
time, provide for beneficial development.

Management guidelines
The aim of providing peatland development and management guidelines is to avoid irretrievable
long term
damage to existing asseis and to provide
the North
advaniage withouidetriment to thã surrou
following
Island P-eatlands Working Party sees as major
peatland
thát
paragraphs provide rorñ" togg"stions
reference:
the
terms
of
of
and
first
fifth
the
to
replies
This
essentially
manãgement.
"To make recommendations on the management and use of peatlands . . ." and
.,To advise the Steering Committee of aciion required in the formation of policies and
guidelines using informãtion and expertise from any appropriate source."
ement guidelines (Water and Soil Management Guidelines 2) arc in
The
and will probably include some reference to peat wetlands.
the pr
(1973)
recommended that the Government ensure that:
The
,,. . . sufficient wetlands be retained in each catchment to ensure a satisfactory wildlife
population and the maintenace of cultural, educational, recreational and environmental
uatoes . . ." (Water and Soil Management Guidelines 2, 1975, p' 5')
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Some peatlands can be classed as wetlands by the definition given in the wetlands guidelines.
Flowever there is a greater pressure for development of peat-based wetlands because of soil
qualities.
The North Island Working Party considered the most important single factor was that a peatland
should be viewed as a single body, particularly with regard to land use allocation and drainage.
Overdrainage may leacl to shrinkage ancl oxiclation and ¡rltimate rlesfnrction of the ¡eat hody for any
kind of use. This situation has occurred in the past due to poor mangement and peatland guidelines

should endeavour to avoid such practices.
Many functions were considered in the course of discussion, all of which are worthy uses of the
resource. Flowever, allocation of a best use to any one peatland requires investigations to be
undertaken to extend present knowledge of peat processes. Physical, ecological, economic and
social aspects should be considered before allocating a particular land use. This report has suggested
future investigations which are important to the understanding of peat processes and functions, and
could be carried out.
There are a number of policies for land use allocation which should be stated.
An area should be considered for each use although some uses will be ruled out for some areas on
the basis of location, peat quality for example. Land use needs to be considered for the peatland as a
whole because any development will affect an area beyond its immediate location. It is possible that
a section of a peatland can be isolated from neighbouring areas but the process involves constant use
of pumps to control water levels, is very expensive and therefore only feasible for high return
ventures, such as horticulture. Preservation and development are argued by various bodies one
against the other and it is recognised that each has a part to play.
The working party recommends that before any development or zoning is undertaken, a
management plan stating alternatives, and the advantages and disadvantages of each, should be
drawn up. This could take the form of a policy statement in the district scheme for small areas but
large peat bogs should be considered in greater detail. A survey of peatlands such as Technical
Publication No. 14 goes part way to achieving this. However the working party felt that such an
undertaking is beyond the scope of its functions and should be the reponsibility of local interests.
Vy'ater resources and mining were considered to be the two most c¡itical uses. If an area is needed
for flood control purposes it should not be developed if this is likely to alter flood storage properties
as changes can be disastrous and irreversible over extensive areas. The working party supports
multiple uses of peatlands and recommends that management encourage the concept. Areas of
minable peat should be defined and allowed to be used for mining above agricultural demands, trut

preparation of the land for further use should be made a condition of the mining licence.
Florticulture following mining of a peatland is recommended as an excellent use of the resource.
Horticulture yields a better economic return than grazing with comparable inputs of fertiliser,
drainage requirements etç. However, cropping does put a strain on the land and it is possible that a
piece of land can be over-cultivated. Ministry of Agriculture officers are available for advice and
should be consulted by land owners who intend developing peatland for horticulture.
Preservation of undeveloped peatlands for ecological, scenic, recreational, scientific and
educational purposes are also legitimate forms of land use. The value of a particular peatland for
any or all of these uses depends on a variety of factors, which need to be identified during the
investigations mentioned above. Some areas are of particular concern for preservation if they
contain rare species or are a unique habitat. Choice and design of reserves depend on size, location,
proximity to other undeveloped peat or swamp areas, the species present that may need protection
and so on, as detailed above.
Because of the variety of uses to which peatlands can be put there are always conflicting views as
to allocation of land uses. Investigation of the resource and subsequent preparation of management
recommendations will provide some guidelines for district planning. Planning should take account
of regional requirements for reserves, drainage and recreational uses and general guidelines should
be incorporated into planning documents. Both preservation and development options benefit the
community so both need consideration. If private land that could otherwise have been developed is
to be designated reserve then the land owner should receive compensation, though this will not
apply to Crown land. Minimum areas for different land uses are stated in this report and these
requirements should form a guide for land use allocation in district planning schemes. Co-operation
among local bodies (counties, drainage boards, catchment authorities) is needed so that
development on peat areas cut by administrative boundaries is co-ordinated.

Summary
[The recommendations of the North Island Peatlands Policy Working Party are now included in
Section 3 of this publicationl
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Guidelines for a National
Policy on Peatlands:
The South lsland Working
Party Report
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lntroduction
Working party comPosition
The South Island Working Party was established on 15 April 1980 at an interdepartmental
meeting sponsored by the Naiional Water and Soil Conservation Organisation, to consider the need
for a nãtional peatlañds policy. Membership of the working party was finalised early in June 1980

and comprir"d ."pr"r"niatives from each of the following organisations: catchment authorities,
universities, Miniitry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Water and Soil Division of the Ministry of
Works and Development, Wllalit" Service of the Department of Internal Affairs, Department_of
Scientific and Industrial Research, Mines Division of the Ministry of Energy, NZ Counties
Association and Department of Lands and Survey. Subsequently, a representative of town and
country planning intérests was co-opted on to the working party and membership further broadened
by co-ópting representatives of other interests on to subcommittees. Details of membership appear
in Appèndii 5. Secretarial and typing services were provided by MWD Dunedin.

Meetings and informat¡on sources

Although all working party members had experience of some aspect of peatland use or
ald f9ry were familiar with
-unug"-ãnt, some tra¿'Íitite or no fieldexperience of these ecosystems
peatlalnds in more than one particular region. It was therefore considered important to move
meetings around the South Islãnd, in order to provide members with more background experience

and to create opportunities for local interests to present their views. Numerous discussion
documents were also prepared by, or for, working party members'
Four meetings were-heid and inspection of important peatland areas was arranged to coincide
with three of these. Drafting of the report was delegated to a subcommittee of the working party
and the final report compiled after two drafts had been circulated to all members for comments. The

working party schedule was as follows:
(1) Dunedin, 24 July 1980.
(Zj nrr"t"utgill, 17-i8 September 1980 (inspection of raised bogs, blanket bogs and peat-mining
operations).
(3) Fiokitika , 10-72 November 1980 (inspection

of pastoral development on Rotoehu Soils'
forestry development on Kini Soils and of wildlife refuges)'
(4) Dunedin , 17-i8 February 1981 (inspection of montane and sub-alpine bogs on the
Lammermoor Range, Otago).
(5) Circulation of draft
incorporate comments into a final version).
iej Cntirt"trurch, L2 lvla
on 26 June 1981 and final version prepared
iZj Wort<ing party circu
comments.
further
of
after receipt

Terms of reference and definitions
The South Island Working Party was required to advise upon status, current and future uses, and
management needs of the South Island peatlands.
Whèn examining the terms of reference (Appendix 4) it was decided that:
(1) Detailed consideration of peatlands should be restricted to the mainland of the South Island,

because information on the Chathams, Stewart Island and the sub-Antarctic islands is
incomplete. Flowever, we wish to emphasise that guidelines and principles put forward in this
reporishould apply equally to mainland ønd outlying islands. Fiordland also has considerable
arèas of peat a-bòut which little is known; nevertheless it is important to include this region
within our terms of reference.
(2) Members of the working party should prepare statements within their particular specialist
areas, in order to focus attention upon particular issues. These statements were presented as
discussion documents covering the following topics:
Agricultural development of peatland

Wildlife

issues

Legislative controls over peat development
Problems associated with land tenure
Scientific and educational values
Peat as a mineral and industrial resource
Horticultural and nursery industry interests
Landscape values

Comments on Water

Hydrological

&

Soil Technical Publication

14

aspects
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In preparing their statements members sought comment from Government agencies, universities,
local bodies and private interests. To all these we extend our thanks for hètp freely given.
These statements complement opinions expressed during our discusions and togethêr form the
basis for this report.
Definitions_of "peat" and "peatland" \ilere neoessary and the following were adopted for the
puq)oses of this report:
Peatis'the partially decomposed remains of plants (and, to a very much lesser extent, animals)
ryixed with varying proportions of mineral matter. Deposits with an organic content in excess oî
about 50 Percent and with a minimum depth of 6(X) mm are consiãered to be peat'. It is,
nevertheless, recognised that in some cases, as in sub-alpine blanket peats, depths may be
considerably less.
It is acknowledged thlt the above definition conflicts with the inclusion of peat with coal in
the Coal Mines Act 1979. This matter is discussed later.
Peatland is 'an a¡ea of active peat accumulation, or an area where peat has been actively
accumulating'. The synonym 'mire' is used in some ssientific publications.
Conseruation is 'wise long-term management'. Thus, 'conserving for scientific purposes'is seen
as being only one way of 'conserving a natural resource'.
Although these are the only definitions offered it is clear that others are neoessary, e.g., to define
the various tfngs 9t peatland (mire) in terms understood by all parties. One has only to ônsider the
use of 'swamp' in New 7*aland to recognise that there is in fact a need for precise ¿efinition of many
more terms. In this context it is acknowledged that the¡e is sometimes a difficulty maintaining â
clear distinction between 'peatlands' and. other 'wetlands' which do not have orgánic substratés.
The
-working Party had, during its deliberations, to keep in mind two generally accepted
principles:
(1)

That peatland ecosystems are fragile and easily destroyed, and that conservation
management practices should always take this into account.

and

(2) That peatlands have taken thousands of years to develop and must, therefore, be considered
as a non-renewable fesource,

rn this context, the working party therefore adopted the additional principle:
(3) That the ecosystem is a unifying basis for land use, and that technology be matched with an
understanding of the environment and of natural processes of peatlandl. This implies that the
benefits of modern technology be used within the constrainis of our understanAing of the
ecosystem.

Reports and recommendations
In this section, comments in the various reports are brought together and recommendations put
forward in accordance with the terms of refe¡ence.

Documentation
The workin9 Pafty had access to numerous documents but, despite this, members frequently
commented on the need to improve documentation and the availability of all data fundamental tô
sound conservation planning. The following observations on documentation are pertinent:
A basic information source for the working party was the Water & Soil Technical Publication 14:,,A
Survey of New Zealand Peat Resources." It was agreed that, although this bulletin did include a
representative cross-section of South Island peatlands outside Fiordland:
. many important areas were not included and should be documented (see Appendix 1).
. descriptions are adequate in the broadest sense, but are inadequate as a sound basis for
future managetnent policies.
. There is too little, or no information on factors such as hydrology, peatland development,
cultural values, land tenure (see Appendtx 2).
. ca¡eless editing has impaired its value.
It was agreed that more peatland studies were desirable and that the detail required would

depend upon the local need.
A bibliography of New Zealand peatland literature, including every aspect of peatland research,
development and conservation, is in preparation. The working party hopès for rãpid completion of
this important work.
Documentation of management and development techniques used now, or in the past, is poor.
Improved methods have been devised without the benefit of a well documented local èxperience or
with little access to overseas experience: the critically important aspects of hydrolog5r and drainage
22
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are particularly poorly covered in the available literature. It is acknowledged that theJorthcoming
builètin of ttre ÑZ Society of Soil Science on organic soils may correct some of the literature

deficiencies, but the *otËit g party believes thai there is still considerable scope
publications on applied and management aspects of peatlands.

for further

Critical factors in peatland functioning and management
The factor of greatest importarce in all peatland studies is that o1 the natural hyd.rological regime.
This is especially so in terms of catchment control.
Peatlanãs may function as reservoirs to control the pattem of outflow dr¡ring periods of heavy
precipitation, rttow melt, or drought. On the other hand downstream benefits in outflow may not
necesïarily occur and there is a ieal need for research in this field including response to such
external factors as burning and grazing.
We believe that there iJan urglent nðed for further research directed towards understanding of
peatlands because all management activitives require (or ought
knowledge of peatland hydrology. If, for instance, peatlands funct
Otago) ai important 'sponges' or 'reseryoirs', they should be fully
which conflicts with this function.
In more general terms, factors which are critical in respect of function (or use) of peatlands may
e, in agricultural or horticulturaluse, mire type, or pe,at
scientific purposes, the critical factors are those of the
to a certäin extent, peatland development options
anywhere in New Zealand,and peatland management techniques recommended for the north of the
North Island are undoubtedly äifferent from-thore appropriate for a,similar development in the
south of the South Island.

Minimum area requirements for different peatland uses

This parameter is, of coutse, related to the monetary-value of the peat resource for each peatland
.use'. Únfortunateþ
and its relationship with
-on"øry value itself is often ¿ifficult to estimateerable
difficultY in arriving
tee should investigate this
ng with a use which cannot
this rePort under'Cultural

Values'.
Nevertheless, the working party offers the following guidelines on minimum areas:
o For presewation, or long-term conservation, the ecosystem, or catchment, is considered to

be the minimum area.
o The minimum peatland area for forestry
region, with peatland type and with the
also be an important factor in determinin
Kongahu, can only be handled competent
as catchment boards, Department of La
o South Island nurse¡ies use about 20 000
increase because of the growing popula
substitute for potting mixes, etc' The pro
$15.00 per m3ãnd iJmuch cheaper than p
mt. ff,e difference reflects the fact thaì peeled pine bark is an unwanted by-product-of
Canterbury sawmills and extraction and tiansport costs are a fraction of similar costs for
peat.

Transport costs for Southland Peat Per m3 ate estimated as follows:
$1.7s
Rôad transport from bog to factory
$13.1s
Rail transport to Christchurch
$14.90

peat is
Using the ,best available data', one hectare of peatland yielding good ho-rticultural
worth about $250 000 (retail) to a depth of one metre.
Minimum areas are à"p"rrá"rrt opo¡ a number of economic factors, the mining method
the domestic
used and, also upon the number of mining operators.,Althogg¡ competition on
unanimously
didlot
market is Utetyio be beneficial in lowerilng prices, the working-party
was
endorse the púnciple of exporting peat as á ãehberate policy' Flowever, the consensus
requirements)
(to
domestic
excesi
any
export
to
that it would not be unreasonable
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production by one company. Indeed, some members of the working party were alarmed at
the prospect of mining operations for export only (which would effeãtively occur if too many
operators were in competition) and would prefer to see conservation of thé resource for long-

term domestic supply. Flowever, resource conservation could only be achieved

b.-y

other sort of development and this could be difficult in

,,ffååfff ì"ä:,.:'å"*:lt"lË0",,",,"rerorhorticurturar

use has promoted an active mining interest but, iã fact, many ùituUte areas are, for various
mining. O
private landowners are

'

o
blueberry

although

o

n

lnterested.
um requirements are not

There is a steady demand- for sphagnum suitable for wrapping and packing plants for export.
Live-sPhagnum is mainly harvested in West Coast districtì of ihe Soutn fslãn¿, but there is no
reliable estimate of the total areabeing harvested. Moreover, information is íacking, both in
New Zealand and overseas, on minimum are¿ s. To some extent, these will dependîpon the
scale
¡ations and upon overheads, but they will depend
-.."h -or"
upon
regrowth rates. Little information can be offered in this respect,
but a
is presented below in the discussion of sphagnum harvestìng.'

Management of peatlands
of conservation or utilisation. A management
designated for any peatland area, and details of
rtheless it i
d, and that
manageme

Burning and overgrazing

in
h
ntane a
peat

- lurning
hydrologic
see a need

ected, to some extent, the
peat areas. We therefore
nd similar areas. The case
for conservation is reinforced because many of these areas are in any case, only marginal for
pastoral farming. Experience also shows that stocking with cattle is more destructive of peat
surfaces than sheep. Ttrerefore, the working party recommends that steps should be taken to protect
such areas, e.g. by fencing or by prohibitiñg Cattle grazing.
mage

Drainage
The success oj any development always depends, to a gteater or lesser extent, upon the drainage
programme and upon the methods used to
ement it. Peatland drainage systems should alwals
be designed to minimise resource deterior
Peatland must also be prepared for mining by proper drainage and surface preparation, which
may take three years befo¡e significant volumes bf þeat can bì mined. Therèfo¡e:
o a mining company needs access to peat areas at least three years b
o peatlands designated for mining should not be drained toó soon
draining' below) and when necessary existing drainage should be

oxidation.

When establishing pasture, burning can assist the process of developing lowland peats by opening
up the original cover. fts use must, however, be controlled to ptero"nt rinderground firej, ana it ii
most effective when the peat surface is wet and the plant coier is dry.

Peat miníng
peat mining industry also has problems which are
d by climate and has led to changes in preparation
e block-cutting method. It is expected that other

ed. Artificial drying is now being carried out by
constraints on harvest-time imposed by climatic

conditions.
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MINING FOR EXPORT

The question of controlling the intensity of development of the mi

discusseà in relation to minimal area requirements. Although we make no

we reite¡ate that our opinions differ as to whethe:, and as to when, mining
help our
Some of the working party believe that it is necessary to explore anyventure which will
a
non-renewable
of
export
the
discourage
we
should
that
drive for export -urk""is. So-"
"tgr"
own use.
resource, and conserve it for our
Those who would encourage exporting point out that many peatlands suitable for mining in
were ring-drained- yeais agõ as surrounding land was developed and are now

Southland
deteriorating. Moreo-ver, testricting the output ol th9 peat-mining industry would not necessarily
ulto be imposed upon other forms of peatland
conserve the resource, unless coñtrols
"oúld
put to peat
netincrease

principle of
other users

of the peat resource.
ADDITIONAL USES FOR MINED PEAT
the
To date, South Islanà feats have been mined almost exclusively for horticultural purposes and
other
many
are
there
However,
market'
Island
bulk of próduction has bäen used to satisfy the South
in-New 7-ealand
uses for mined peat and, should one or more of these r¡ses assume some importance
In addition, it
dramaticatly.
increase
could
resource,
a
minable
p"ut,
as
value'i1
future,
the
in the
peat'
sphagnum
than
peats
other
should be noted that all oi ttt" 'additional uses' can apply to
(1) Industrial uses as filters for sewage and industrial
has been investigating this application.

(2)'Environmental'
dependent upon
trials have been

ajor oil
orPtive
: as Yet

raction of waxes and other chemicals. In the South
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also be a source of a wide range of other chemicals and there is a substantial northern
hemisphere literature dealing *ittr it. potential in this respect. No studies have been
conduèted in New Zealand beyond waxes and resins'
(4) Peat is important as a fuel in many c
stations a¡e fired by peat in the USSR
(and too expensive compared with other fur
some trials with peat as a fuel are being col
peat as a fuel on the Chathams, where other energy sources are so expensrve.
(5) Þeat may also have some future as a building material'
Farming
Development costs for pastoral farming on pe
variation between regions. Development costs
involved. Nevefheless, in areas which we have
$1100 per hectare, but these figures may we
the 'hidden' costs of development: i.e. tho
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This means that the true costs of drainage, fencing, fertiliser applications, etc', and of subsequent
that the
maintenance, are not reflected in the quotãd or 'official' developmet costs. We recommend
of peatland develoPment.
) is an inevitable consequence of any form of
much of the development cost and, more

er-hasty development can result in excessive
some of the highest rates of subsidence under
rom rates of shrinkage due to peat mining.
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Sphapum harvestfng
Live sphagnum is harvested commercially for export from lowland areas on the West Coast, and
some interest is also being shown in this activity in montane bogs in Southland. Little is known of
the techniques employed, and nothing at all of the regenerative capacity of the moss when harvested

on a regular basis.
Flowever, the following data from northern temperate bogs may provide some idea of the
potential for this type of peatland use in New Zealand; high bog sphagnum in Europe will produce
up to 4ü) grams dry weight of new growth (up to 8 or 9 cm. length extension) per square metre per
year in good sites and S. subsecundum will probably produce at the rate of 3 kg dry weight per
square metre per year during summer months in drainage ditches. There is no data on performance
under a fertilised regime and regrowth rates after a first harvest are not known (although these will
be much lower).
Research into sphagnum harvesting, propagation and growing techniques and problems is
urgently required in order to establish proper management and conservation procedures. It is not
known how fast sphagnum will regenerate or how fast it grows and we feel that we cannot be other
than critical of any type of peatland development or exploitation which has no scientific basis.

Cultural values
The wo¡king party found it difficult to justiþ a separate tteatment of 'scientific' issues from
wildlife factors and, because of this, we prefer to discuss these matters under the broade¡ heading of
'cultural values',
We believe that peatlands have their own intrinsic interest and, from the cultural point of view,
should be seen as being important in both academic and practical terms. In this respect, and
particularly when an 'economic' development option is being 'rated against' a 'cultural' one, the
question of 'comparative value ratings' arises. Determination of comparative value ratings for
peatlands is a complex matter, and many things have to be taken into account. Particular care must
be taken to qualify the rankings given by explanation of the criteria used. For example, a highquality sphagnum peat bog would be given a maximum rating for mining and, in most instances, a
low rating for wildlife (because of poor species diversity). However, in Southland, sphagnum bogs
in good natural condition are becoming rare, so that their 'combined cultural rating' would now be
expected to be much higher than formerly.
Bearing this in mind, and assessing all important peatlands for their general value in terms of
criteria such as vegetation, water-birds and fish (that is, numbers, species, diversity, etc), one can
give an importance rating for general 'habitat value' for peatlands in respect of these resources. On
the other hand, if the rating is based on a different set of criteria, such as the presence of rare or
endangered species, the ranking may change.
SCIENCE AND EDUCATION

We include educational values with the scientific because the first depend upon the second. In the
present context we see education in terms of learning about peatlands; elsewhere we have discussed
education in the broader context of peatland conservation.
'We
believe that peatland studies must consider scientific and educational values in terms of our
natural heritage, but that it is also important to consider these in terms of national resources. If both
these aspects of peatland studies are properly taken into account, balanced judgements relating to
preservation or use, and understood by all sections of the community, become possible.
Peatlands can be studied for their own sake and by workers in related disciplines, e.g., students of
vegetation and climate history who find much of their data buried in them. In general terms ttwo
main points have become obvious:
Firstly, because of their great diversity, which is largely a function of the varied character of
the many different natural regions thoughout the country, peatlands should be studied at, and
conserved on, a regional basis. On any other basis, most peatland reserves would probably be
established on the West Coast and all sphagnum bogs in Southland would be scheduled for
mining! Nevertheless, the working party wiJhes to eirphasise that regionalinvestigation and
planning must take place within an agreed national framework, so that some measure of
'management consistency' can be maintained.
Secondly, it has become evident that a generally accepted classification of mire types which
can be applied by all parties interested in conservation or utilisation of peatlands is necessary.
There are various systems of classification available, and for most purposes that based on
morphology is considered the easiest to apply.
LANDSCAPE

The following general principles were offered by a landscape architect:
(1) Peatlands are unique and functioning components of the total landscape and so bring
character to the areas in which they occur.
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(2) Each component has 'value' arising from its degree of-irreplaceability and from its abundance'
on
In this context the fragility of the eóosystem, an--d the time involved in its development, take

an added importance.
WILDLIFE

Wildlife interests often do not extend beyond the mineralised fringes of peatlands and water
Swamp
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and Grove SwamP in Westland'
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CONSERVATION
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instance,
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Go-ordination and funding of peatland research

The working party wishes to make three recommendations under this heading'

Funding
Funds should be made available immediatel

towards Peatland research.
Co-ordinating BodY

peatlands research and
We consider it desirable thata singleunit or committee should co-ordinate

eatland research, use and management'
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Internatlonal Affllletlon
a national organisation in New Znaland should be

nal Peat Society (IPS), with a view to inviting the
untry in, perhaps, 15-20 years from now.
New Zealand could sponsor, within the next
e fields of inte¡est of one or more of the five
gtanding commissions of the IPS. We understand that the IPS has already expressed interest in
holding its first southern hemisphere symposium in the near future, and we'believe that New
Zealand' would be an ideal centre for this if the practical difficuliies of organisation can be

overcome.

Land tenure
A number of const¡aints involving land
peatlands.

use associated with various forms of land tenure apply to

Freehold Tenure
Freehold tenure allows for unrestricted use by the owner, except
title, or imposed by legislative means.

as may be contained

within the

Flowever, an anomalous situation has arisen because of the lack of precise definition of peat in the
original legislation go.verning coal mining: if a certificate of title was issued subject to seõtion 59 of
the Land A.ct 1948, all 'minerals on o¡ under' the land were reserved to the Crown. Section 2 of this
Act defines 'minerals' as including 'coal and other valuable materials', but makes no refe¡ence to
peat. The Coal Mines Amendment Act L972 did class peat as a mineral and amended section
168A
of the Co

amendme
land

any

,i"iî1i:'d,tifi

?r'""""#:Ti:

!:"ffrî.":x,ifftlË?:

#:

after the introductionbr tne Coãl vtines Act l9)5. The Coal

Mines Act 7979 included peat with coal.
In other words, in a situation like the above, there are considerable doubts as to exactly what
nghts are possessed by a freehold title owner. It would appear that he doesownhis soil but, it the
soil is developed on peat,. he may not own v¿hat is under-tie soil (depending upon where the .soil'

ends and the 'peat' begins). We understand that the Crown I-aw Oitice tras yËt to give its opinion in

respect of this anomaly.
Leasehold Tenure

This allows unrestricted use to the lessee, except for pastoral leases, but is subject to any
restrictions within the lease. On freeholding, renewaLle leases and leases in perpertuityare subjeót
to conditions imposed at the time of free-holding.
Pastoral Leases
These entitle the lessee to exclu-sive rights of pasturage, but give no right to the soil, and any use
involving this requires consent of the iand Sèttlem"ãt Boa.ã.
Pastoral leases do not confer a right to freehold but, under the Land Act, the Land Settlement
Board can reclassify the land as farm land under as renewable lease. Before reclassification, the
Boa¡d may exclude from reclassification areas and resources requiring protection.
Reclassification

The working party was especially concerned with problems arising through reclassification of
pastoral lease land to renewable lease with the right of freehold. The f-ollowin-g example illustrates

our concern:

The block mountains of Otago and Southland have innumerable valley-head peatlands which are
considered to be invaluable in catchment control. Changes in the legal status of ttte land, or even
just transfer of peatlands from one agency to another,lould bringfabout serious soil and water
management problems,
The working party found it disturbing that, even in areas such as these, with obvious catchment
control problems, the Land Settlement Board will request from the catchment authority a report on
land use, but will not accept, and is not legally reqúired to accept, a report on watei use. There
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appears to be a serious anomaly here and the working party therefore believes that, with regard to
rêólassification, existing legislation under which the Land Settlement Board operates does not
provide adequáte proteõtioñfor upland peats. We would urge the Steering Committee to investigate

this matter further.

Legislation
The legislation relevant to petlands includes the Land Act, Reserves Act, Land Drainage Act,
Soil Conlervation and Rivers-Control Act, Harbour Boards Act, Coal Mines Act L979, National
Parks Act, Wildlife Act, Water and Soil Conservation Act, Queen Elizabeth II National Trust Act,
Town and Country Planning Act and the Local Government Amendment Act 1979. However, of all
the above legislaiion onlylhe Coal Mines Act refers to peat by name and there is neither an
accepted layrñan's definition, nor a clear legal one, of this resource available to assist in cases of
conflicting land-use proposals.
It is nolsatisfactory thãt such an important natural resource can only be administered in terms of
legal interpretations.

Land Drainage
The aims of the Land Drainage Act 1,908, the Local Government Amendment Act1979 and the
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 1941 are to encourage drainage practices in order to
prevent flooding, by the removal of excess water from the land. The latter is the only mandatory
Àct, and it chaigei catchment authorities with the overall supervision of any drainage works'.
The Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act also controls erosion by requiring it to be mitigated
by 'soil conservation practices'. The latte¡ term is not clearly defined. Although land can be
piotected from flooding under this Act, it is not clear whether the effect of any drainage workson
-under
'soil conservation' within the Act. A 1959 amendment expanded this
ioil would be included
sion control.
Act by introducing controls over land
verdrainage'
this
Some catchment b.-oards interpret
34 notices'
is seen as 'preventing soil erosion', an
and erosion
The wa-ter and Sóil conservation
damage' and for the 'promotion of multiple uses of natural water'. It could be argued that these
provis-ions include 'draìnage'. Control meðhanisms are provided by way of water right procedures,
ãtttrough there is no mandatory requirement for water users to apply for a water right unless they
anticipãte a contravention of the Act. There is no provision within the Act for statutory water
-atrag"-"ttt control. Regional water boards pre )are water allocation plans, which are 'guidelines',
but not statutory documents.
do not provide for adequate drainage control
The working party is
of peatlands. We understand that a revised
in the interesis-of ihe
we would urge that this aspect of peatland
Water and Soil Bill is
that this matter is most urgent,
We
consider
fo¡.
catered
management be adequately

Regional Planning
a number of statutes have releuance to pealland management, we co:tside¡ that overall
Although
-¡esource
programming properly belongs under the Townand Crcuntry Planning Act1977.
This Act provides for iegional,"district aîd -urlti-e planning and specifies as a matter of national
importanóe the 'wise usé and management of New Zealand's resources'.
Àt tne regionalplanning level, tha ñrain aim would be to achieve and to record an agreed policy of
peat preseriation and ut'iisation. The main strength of an operative regional planning scheme
would be that it is binding on all parties, Crown and local government alike.
Having achieved an ovõral policy, the most useful area in which regional planning could
departmental policy or practice, and to
concentrãte would be in securing
is car¡ied out. For example, a regional
district schemes, in order to ensu
policy was to develop peatlands which
t
scheme would réquire a change in
being
as
the regional scheme had established
At the district scheme level, the principal tec
technically feasible, therefore, to place limitatio
through appropriate zoning techniques. Howeve
used to restrict peatland use without providing c
the existing use', providing that such existing us
and is therefore open to legal interpretation.

controlof
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Mtnhg
The working party expresses concern that the two major Acts in New Zealand which control land
and water use (the Town and Country Planning Act \977 and the Water and Soil Conservation Act
1967) do not over-ride the mining Acts. This is clearly an unsatisfactory aspect of enyironmental
planning. The working party found it difficult to think of peat in any context other than that of 'soil',
and 'soils' are not 'minerals' in terms of the Acts. We recognise a clear continuum from totally
mineral soils, such as sand or volcanic ash, through 'normal' soils, such as loams, to almost 100
percent organic soils, such as recent sphagnum peats. It does not, therefore, appear logical to
designate all peats as 'minerals similar to coal'.
The working party accepts that there must be some statutory controls over peat extraction, but
contends that the appropriate legislation is to be found in the Town and Country Planning Act,
which has provisions for soil and sand removal, and not in the mining Acts, which have no such

l

l
I

I

provisions.

Gonclusion
It is clear from the evidence before us that proper use of our peatlands depends upon a properly
balanced conservation strategy. It is encouraging that those involved with peatlands agreè on this
princþle, although there is some variety of opinion, depending upon individual interesti, as to how
this aim should be achieved. Despite such differences, most of our working party also agree that
resource planning should proceed ahead of demand. Good forwa¡d planning must be based upon
sound basic resource data, which should be sufficiently detailed to permit reliable comparisoni of

alternative development options. We believe that this 'pool' of basic resource daia is quite
inadequate at the present time to 'service' the important decisions which are now being made
concerning our valuable peatland resource.
Finally, members of the South Island Working Party wish to thank the National Water and Soil
Conservation Organisation for the opportunity to serve on this committee. We believe that our
report contains much information which should be more widely available and we therefore
encourage the steering committee to designate it as a public document.

Summary of ma¡n recommendations
[The recommendations are now to be found in Section 3 below]
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Appendices
Appendix 1: South lsland areas not covered, or not adequatetY covered, in
'A Survey of New Zealand Peat Resources', (Water & Soil
Technical Publication 14).
(1) Fiordland peatlands, both upland and lowland.

(2)Peatlands adjacent to freshwater lakes in Westland, ê.8., Lady Lake, in Southland (Lake
George) and in Otago, e.g., Lakes Waihola and Waipori.
(3) Nelson district (far north-west and Maruia Valley).
(4) Several afeas on the West Coast lowlands between Oparara and Big Bay.
(5) Peat deposits in Canterbury which though generally small occur in scattered localities in coastal
areas of the Canterbury Plains and inland basins.
(6) Small scattered peat deposits also occur

in some inland basins in Otago and Southland

and

throughout the South Island high country.
(7)

All the block mountains of Otago contain a very large number of peat bogs, mostly sm_all but

collectively of considerable significance. Areas not mentioned in the bulletin include Carrick
Range, Umbrella Mountains, Pisa Range, Lammerlaw Range and Mahinerangi area, while
therã is only part coverage of the Old Man, Rock and Pilla¡ and Lammertnoor Ranges and
area between Lammerlaw Range and Manorburn Dam.

(8) There are considerable areas of peat in the south-east Otago hill country on both the rolling

tops and the upland valley floors.
(9) Garvie Mountains and Upper Waikaia and Dome Burn Valleys
(L0)

in north-east

Southland.

Lowland peats of western Southland in the Waiau Valley, east of Lake Te Anau, the
Nightcaps-Orawia area and between the Waiau River and Fiordland National Park.

of the peat bogs on the Southland Plains and Mataura Valley.

(11) Remainder
(12) Areas

of Westland 'pakihi' soils which contain significant inclusions of true

(13) Other small areas not included

Appendix

peats.

in the above listings.

2: Types of information

requ¡red

in a

rev¡sed New Zealand

Peatlands Survey.

(1) Importance from a hydrological point

of view.

(2) Suitability

for industrial use, particularly peat mining for horticultural

(3) Suitability

for agricultural or horticultural development'

(4) Importance

uses.

for scientific, wildlife or fisheries, landscape and recreational

values.

(5) Land tenure and present zoning under district schemes.

(6) In many cases there is little or no information on present land use and any deleterious effects
due to mismanagement.

There has been some criticism of the editing relating to incorrect vegetation descriptions, grid
references of bogs and misleading clirnatic infoimation, e.g., for Swampy Hill and Rock and Pillar
Range.
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Appendix 3: Text of Article 18 'Peatlands' of the 14th General Assembly of
the lnternational Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources, held in Ashkhabad, USSR, in 1978.
"RECOGNIZINC that peatlands are an important dor¡rinartt fcature uf landscape, and that
peatlands, now under heavy exploitation by new technologies, are rapidly being changed

irreversibly and lost as natural ecosystems-few so far having been included in conservation areas
compared with the total conservation requirement;

"RECALLING the attention given to peatlands in the International Biological Programme (IBP)
and in Project TELMA, which resulted in a world list of peatlands of international importance;
"The General Assembly of IUCN, at its 14th Session, Ashkhabad, USSR, 26 September-S October
1978:

"URGES that governments take urgent measures to conserve an adequate and representative series
peatlands in their countries for the use of future generations in biological and water resource.
management, scientific research and for amenity purposes;

of

"RECOMMENDS to governments that:
(i) Peatlands of national importance as listed by

TELMA be surveyed and safeguarded against
damage by industrial, agricultural, forestry, recreational and social development.
(ii) Urgent action be taken to conserve an adequate and representative series of peatlands as part

of the international network of peatland consewation".l
Note: 1. The text above was printed in IUCN Bulletin 9 (1):

lGfl.

Appendix 4: Peatlands policy study: terms of reference

Appendix 5: Working party membership
[These Appendices are incorporated

in

Appendices C

¡nd D to the present publicatlon.]
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3. Recommendations
(The working party recommendations are
set out together with the steering Gommittee
endOrSementS Or Comments. ReCOmmendations 1-15 are from the North lsland Working
Party and numbers 16-37 are from the South
lsland group.)
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Recommendations
1. Multiple use of a peatland is recommended and to be encouraged where this is to the advantage
of the peat tesource, the community and the environment.
Decision: Agreed.
peatland should be regarded as a single entity and managed as such, with co-operation
authorities.
local
among

2. /lny

Decision: Agreed.

3. A list of all peat areas should be compiled stating tenure and present development

status.

Decision: Agreed.

4. These areas should be investigated to determine peat quality, depth, surface cover, etc.
Decision: Agreed. [This issue was also covered in the South Island Report's ¡ecommendations.]

5. Water resources functions, for example for flood and drainage control, should receive primary
consideration.

Decision: Agreed. [This issue was again covered

in the South Island

Report's

recommendation.]

6. Minable peat should

be identified as should other areas of peat that are particularly suitable for a

certain land use.
Decision: Agreed. Members suggested that a series of bulletins could be produced providing

information for land use.
for improved land
from
local
conditions and
be
determined
should
Drain
depth
management after mining is complete.
controlled. Periodic levelling should be undertaken.

7. Mining licences should contain

a clause which requires the land to be prepared

Decision: Agreed.

8. Minimum areas for economic use should be referred to Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
advisory officers for local conditions but generally follow guidelines quoted above.
Decision: Agreed.

9. Some peatlands should be reserved for scientific and recreational

purposes.

Decision: Agreed.

10. A number of scientific studies could be initiated to understand processes operating in peat.
Decision: Asreed. [This issue is also discussed in the South Island Report's recommendations.]

11. Requirements for wildlife reserves should be referred to Wildlife Division or acclimatisation
societies.

Decision: The committe recommends that requirements for wildlife reserves should be referred
to New Zealand rWildlife Service or acclimatisation societies where land development is to take
place.

72. Peat needs a comprehensive description for scientific and legal Purposes.
Decision: Agreed.
13. Mining of peat needs to be brought within legislative control of public scrutiny.
Decision: Agreed: [This issue is also discussed in the South Island Report's recommendations.]
14. The drainage Acts should have provision for management control and include the purposes of
new development.
Decision: Agreed.
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15. Management guidelines need some sort of statutory control for enforcement.
Decision: The Committee considers that management controls can be achieved through other
methods. No conflict is envisaged with existing management controls

16. The working party recommends that "Guidelines for Peatland Management" should ultimately
be produced in a form which is complementary to the "Guidelines fo¡ Wetland Management",
which is already being revised. The guidelines for wetland management has yet to be published.
Decision: That a "Guidelines for Peatland Management" be produced.

17. The working party was not able to deal in any detail with the peatlands of Fiordland, the
Chathams, Stewart Island, or the sub-Antarctic islands. Ilowever, these areas do have substantial
peat resources and it is therefore important that they are not excluded from any policy guidelines
formulated as a consequence of the present report.
At the present time water and soil conservation functions in off-shore islands are administered by
the district office of the Ministry of Works and Development which asts as the regional water board.
Decision: Agreed.
18. The working party recommends:
(a) that a list of those areas not includèd in the Survey of New Zealand Peat Resoure'es (Water
& Soil Technical Publication 14) be compiled as a supplement to the survey; and
(b) that the bibliography of New Zealand peatland literature (in preparation) be completed as
soon as possible.
Decision: (a) That the list of peatlands should be extended as a supplement to the survey of
New Zealand peat resouroes.
(b)That to achieve this, there should be a local input by requesting authorities and
agencies to supply the names of areas which they consider are important.
(c) That the compilation of this list should be made when replies from all involved
authorities are received.
The committee noted that a bibliography of New Zealand peatland literature is currently being
undertaken by the Waikato Universty.

19. It is recommended that preparation of a bulletin dealing with the techniques and requirements
of peatland drainage and subsequent management be given a high priority in order to ensure the
best development of peatland in the future.
Decision: Agreed. Such a bulletin has an overall merit and would require a regional input (e.g.

Aglink).
20. We recommend that hydrological research should be directed towards understanding the
hydrological regimes of peatlands.
Decision: Agreed.

21. We recommend that immediate consideration be given to:
(a) Financially encouraging landowners to fence out upland peatlands and manage them for
their protection.
(b) Providing for the protection of all peatlands alienated from the Crown.
(c) Prohibiting cattle grazing on important upland peatland catchments.
In summary, ure recommend that important peatland 'sponges' should be identified as soon as
possible and then protected in their entirety, with no conflicting uses permitted.
Decision: The committee recommends to the Director of Water and Soil Conservation that
hydrologically important upland peatland 'sponges'should be identified as soon as possible and
then protected in their entirety, with no conflicting uses permitted. The three points contained
in the working party's recommendation should be refened to as examples of the action
required.
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22. We ¡ecommend that the Steering Committee should investigate in some detail the question of
the relative values of peatland for dilferent uses, thereby permitting more reliable calculations of
minimum areas.
Decision: That l22l be deleted as a specific recommendation, advising the Director of Water
and Soil Conslrvation that the issue is adequately covered in several of the other
recommendations.

23. We recommend that peatland drainage should be designed to minimise lesourse degradatíon.
Peatlands suitable for, and designated for, peat mining purposes should not be drained too soon, or
too much, but a mining company does need access to peat areas at least three years before mining is
scheduled to commence, in order to pfepare the surface and to install Proper drainage.
Decision: Agreed. This item forms part of Recommendation [L9].

24. Although the working party made no formal recommendation on the question of mining peat
(but notãtt) members recommend that the steering committeefulþ investigate this
for export,
-Such iome
a study would need to establish projected market requirements within New Zealand and
issue.
also the real potential for peat substitutes in the horticultural industry.
Decision: The committee views with some concern the export of peat or peat moss and that the

question of export should be closely examined by an inquiry'
The committee decided that this recommendation be directed in the first instance to the
Department of Trade and Industry with copies referred to the DSIR, Ministry of Agriculture
und Firh"ries, the Commission for the Environment and the Director of Town and Country
Planning, Ministry of Works and Development, stressing the importance of this issue.

25. We recommend that the fr¿¿¿ costs of agricultural development (including costs incurred in
incentive schemes, subsidies, etc.) be determined. We further recommend that peat shrinkage
rates be investigated in some detail, by comparing the effects of various agricultural,
horticultural and pastoral regimes.
Decision: (a)

That the first part of this recommendation be deleted as a specific
recommendation and instead be used as a statement of policy, that the
evaluation of the true costs of agricultural development be determined

scheme by scheme.
(b) The committee agrees that peat shrinkage rates be investigated

in detail.

26. We recommend that the principles, techniques and current practices of (living) sphagnum
harvesting and the propagation and growing of sphagnum be investigated as a matter of some
considerable urgency.

Decision: Agreed.
that peatlands should be studied, managed and conserved on a regional basis,
but only within an agreed national framework of principles and policies.

27

. We recommend

Decision: Agreed.

28. (a) Although the working party endorses the principle of 'multiple use' of wetlands (and,
wherevèr possible, peatlands), it has reservations about attempting to apply this principle in
a number of cases. The working party therefore recommends that, because it is at best
difficult and expensive, and at worst impossible to carry out separate and conflicting landuse practices on land with a shallow, contiguous water-table, peatlands should, as far as
possible, be managed as complete ecosystems. This applies paficularly to reserves.
(b) The working party endorses the text of the IUCN Resolution [quoted above on päge3-Z]and
acknowledgèi that, because of the many unique features of New Zealarrd peatlands, that
this country does have an international, as well as a national, responsibility to conserve
representative examples of its peatlands.
Decision: Agreed.
recommends that funds be made availble immediately for research into
important scientific and economic aspects of peatland-s,,and-that a study should bemade of the

29.

T\e working party

teasiUitity of charging
monitoring.

all peatlands users a 'research levy' to ensure continuity in long-term

Decision: Agreed.
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30. The working party recommends that an 'advisory body'be established to co-ordinate research
and documentation of peatlands. Such a body would best comprise
wide working knowledge of peatlands.

a smøIlnumber of people

s,ith

a

Decision: The committee made no definite decision on this recommendation but suggested that
the issue be refened to Waikato University for further study.

31. We recommend that a national organisation within New Zealand seek institutional membership
Society with a view to inviting an International Peat Congress to thil
country within the next 15-20 years and also, if practicable, hosting a regional symposium of the IPS
within the next five years.

of the International Peat

Decision: That this item be referred to the University of Waikato for a study into the possible
benefits of joining this organisation.

32. T}l'e working party observes that there is confusion over the legal definition of peat and over a
landowner's rights to it. rWe recommend that this matter should be resolved as soon as possible,
since it makes little sense that an important natural resouroe must be administered in terms only of
legal interryetations rather than proper definitions. The working party further agrees that there can
be little justification for classiþing peat as a mineral, and this anomaly stroula be rectified.
Decision: Agreed. The committee recommends that this issue be referred to the Crown Law

Office to expedite.

33. The working party observes that, at least in some instances, problems of water conservation and
management are effectively ignored by legislation governing the reclassification of land. We
therefore recommend that legislation dealing with the reclassification of land status should be
revised so that due emphasis is accorded to the principles and practice of water consenation.
Decision: Agreed.

34. The working Plny ob_serves that peat is not mentioned by name in any of the important

management legisÉtion and recommends that steps be taken to coåect this unsatisfactory situation.

Decision: Agreed.

35. The working party observes that the Acts used to administer peatlands do not provide for
adequate drainage control in the interests of wise long-term management of the reiource. We
therefore urge that the revised lVater and Soil Bill cater adequately for this aspect of peatland
management.

Decision: Agreed.

that, since overall control of resource programming logically
nning Act, the cont¡ols over peat extraction be remõved from

ïLiî:l?,ttfllli: t:;

Shourd rhis recommendarion o"presently paid to the Secretary of Energy be paid into the research fund outlined under ,Funding' on
page 27.

3*";,:iï',i:tfJ."¿ri;H,:Ï",ffil;

Decision: Agreed.

37. The working party is unanimous in its opinion that the proper use of our peatlands depends
uPon a properly balanced resource conservation strategy. We believe that, in order to stimulate
discussion and to provide further feedback to the steering committee, it would be helpful to
designate the reports of the North and South Island Working Parties as public documents.
Decision: Agreed. Both reports should be published by the National Water and Soil
Conservation Organisation with an explanatory pamphlet.
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Appendix

B

Notes by H. M. Joll for t5 April 1980 Meeting
NEW ZEALAI\D PEAT RESOURCES
l

i

Preamble

1.

The National Water and Soil Conservation Organisation (NWASCO) has specific interests in the
drainage of peatlands, the
peatlands for flood retention
peat is a soil resource and

preventing or lessening the
function relates to ensuring that adequate account is taken of the needs of fisheries, wildlife habitats
and all recreational uses of natural water.

Introductlon
In 1978 a survey of peat resources in New Zealand was published on behalf of NWASCO.
Following
from this suggestions have come from variour.o,lrèr, essentially asking that a national
po]icy and guidelines f-o1 use and management be formulated ior orr p"ät r"ro-"rLr.
fssues that may be of importance in formulating such a policy and guiàelines will be
discussed.
2.

3. Beckground

. 3.1 S.ince European settlement large areas of peatlands have been drained and converted to
larmrancr. Problems encountered during development include:Peat shrinkage leading to land subsidence. fn extreme cases drainage patterns may
be modified
' and-in_
lowJying areas near sea level extensive stopbanking anãpimping ri"íiotrr may be
needed.
o

If
pe
of

'

Wetlands often act as natural flood storage systems, defence against water and in some areas
they help maintain adequate minimum sùmmer flows. Peatlanã reclamation can lead to high
flood peaks and loss of water availability turing water deficit periods.
As the natural fertility of some peat soils is very low, heavy applications of fertilisers are
required in the initial stages of development. Drainage waierJ may be nutrient enriched,
leading to explosive weed growth in wate¡courses and adverse impácts on water quality
in

'

completely, it does not re-absorb water easily. Ove¡-dried
from fires, and in summer irrigation may be required because

capacity.

general.

o Peatla-nd development and maintenance is difficult and expensive. High capital investment
and
specialised equipment are required. As well, with the exception of åme'specialised
types of
horticulture, it takes 10 to 15 years to bri rg peatlands into intensive proiuction.
o Peat is a poor foundation for housing development or for foundations for engineering
works.

3.2

Agencies interested in managing and controlling the development of peatlands include:of Trade and Industry; Water and Soil Division,
authorities; drainage boards; county councils;
r the Environment; D.S.I.R.; Wildlile Service,
ulture and Fisheries; and Federated Farmers of

n the North Island, and about 60 000 ha in the
being developed for dairy pasture. pressures to

important wildlife, scientific or biological values.
first syst
^ _3.4 .The
survey
set
15 ]hil
Zealand. The main
towards developing

rvey of Waipa County during 1933_
ot itre genËral *iií"*"y of New

agriculiural r.rr",
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"rrlparticularly

ion of peat for horticulture. This is

the Ministry of Agriculture and

set aside as wildlife refuges or
rare plants.

as

ivers Control Council asked the
peat resources to determine, as far

kind. Results of the survey were
ymposium held at the UniversitY of

and
3.5 In relation to NWASCO's interests
drai
because
development and "; ;ì f"uttu"at
näã¿-õ är'*"ä, ¿"velopment affece
ñ;åïåïä

onsibilities' it is desirable to control the
disrupts water regimes and enhances the
water qualitv and quantitv'

4'niscussion

peatlands in New zealand' In the
re, while in the South island mosf
de Manawatu, Wellington, Stewart
atu and Wellington are relativelY
48.3 km2 of basin peats. Chatham
f these 349.96 km2 (average dePths

of Peat wax'

S
arino SwamP
h (KoPuatai)
or scrub' but

left
g i., tt Wuit
" have
eatlands
¡e where they
peatlands

pro
the Hikurangi b
4.11 Whang

drainage has

areas such as

is used to pond flood waters from the
is an important waterfowl habitat.
sture, most of the swamp is essentially

il it

potential of the swamp for various
tisation society would like to see it
like to see the swamp develoPed for
e swamp would require extensive
ction as a flood pondage area.
bog in its natural state in New
of the flood system of the Plains
unique vegetation associatione has a part temPorary and Part

d the peat is slowly dying. Conflict
es a "defence against water". The
ith the Waitakaruru Scheme works
ing the western hills. The Pouarua
developing the peat for dairying at

to4farmsayear.
osits of sphagnum Peat in the North
ubsidiary of Arthur Yates Ltd) and

The present output from the two
d to rise to L00 0(X) m3/annum in 5
and there are no plans to exPort it.
t 6.8 million m3. At extraction of
0 years.
ouarua Block include a ProPosal bY
of 40 ha per year. Once develoPed

further subsidence. As the block is
ould necessitate the installation of
of flows through existing canals.
enough to determine the extent of
ng and least under develoPment for
lands in pasture are in the order of
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T

Region

REGIONAL SUMMARY OF PEAT

No. of

TyPe

Volume (m3)

Bogs

Northland

I

Mesotrophic

2 Oligotrophic
high moor
Waikato

10

3 Mesotrophic

Status

æsxld
59.9 x 1d
1-11.5

RESOTJRCF^S

x lff

Degenerating,
agriculture
Degenerating,
agriculture

Hikurangi used

1 Active

Whangamarino ponds flood
rvater; important waterfowl

2 Degenerating,
7 Oligotrophic
high moor

1369.5

agriculture

x tú

Comments

7 Degenerating,
agriculture

to pond

waters from Wairua R.

flood

habitat

All developed for pasture with
exceptron of Moanatuatua

reserye. Some mining (restiad) on

part of Moanatuatua.

Hauraki

Oligotrophic
high moor

x

1018

Degenerating,

10ó

agriculture;
degenerating,

mined; and
active

Bay of Plenty

Mesotrophic

x

t29.5

106

Central area of north dome 90Vo
sphagnum (6.g x l0óm3). South

oome part of flood control
system. 8 800 ha. placed in
reserve for 20 years.

Degenerating,

agriculture
Hawke's Bay

Westland

1 Mesotrophic

x tú
16.5 x td

7 Mesotrophic

(6) 73

1 Eutrophic

10

25.2

x rú

Degenerating,

agriculture
Degenerating,
agriculture

Edges of Lake poukawa unde_
veloped flax.

4 Active
2 Regenerating
1 Degenerating

3 Oligotrophic
Otago

18

x lff

(1) 52

13 Oligotrophic

blanket

Active

Very wet.

11 Active

Shallow. Many bogs composed of
sPnagnum spp.
Drain through valley.

1 active ridges,
degenerating

3 Oligotrophic
high moor

2 Mesotrophic
Southland

1 Mesotrophic
high moor
9 Oligorrophic
high moor

6.1

(1) 55

5.6

blanket

Data from Davoren,

A.

x

46,5.6

22.I
2 Oligotrophic

x

valley
Active

10ó

2

x

1 Degenerating,
agriculture
Degenerating,
agriculture

106

106

x

106

x tú

of sPhagnum

spp.

Mosgiel used to pond flood
$'atef.

Active

95% sphagnum spp

ó Active

11 bogs at Springhill (mining)
many composed of sphagnuá

3 Active,

B-9e qu*1, but

Regenerating

Active

(197g): .,A Survey of
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Both.domes partially composed

SPP.

tnnge development.

Composed

ol

regeneraring,

Colorophus minor

of blueberries can gross $50 000 per annum. Flowever, the cost of plant protection and harvesting is
ined to a
value for
eased the

peat surface can be restored and development

4.2

SOUTH ISLAND

Most South Island peat bogs are undeveloped. The blanket bogs of Otago, although_composed of
sphagnum are shallow and probably have little commercial value. The pakihi bogs of_Westland are
oi ,rñkno*tt potential. In sóme areas sphagnum moss is hand gathered for use in the florist trade.
4.2.1 Southland: Most peat bogs 1n Southland are still active, although all have been ringdrained, with varying effeõt, depending on the size of the bog. Those bogs which have been
developed, have bleñ converted io pasture. In contrast to the Hauraki peatlands 70 percent of the
bogs in Southland are freehold lanã. The exception is the Awarua-Seawa¡d Moss Bog, of which
mo-st is Crown land. Negotiations are underway to declare part of this a reserve as it is a logical
extension of the Waitunã Lagoon Wetlands Reserve. As well the Awarua bog is composed of
unique vegetation associations making it of scientific importance.
Southland is the main area of activi[y for peat mining in the South Island. The peat harvested is
high quality sphagnum moss. One company, New Zealand Peat Ltd, is extracting peat from three
ar-eas'(105 h") uñO has approval for min_ing in three other areas (120 ha). Annual-production in

good years is approximãìely 30 000 m3. Most of this meets the South Island demand for
ñorticúltural peaì, although excess may be exported. Arthur Yates Ltd holds two mining
in Southland, but they plan to export any peat they extract
applications
'
îhe Southland Catchment Board iJpreparing a detailed inventory of peat resources in Southland
to determine the volume of good quatity sphagnum peat. In the meantime, in terms of the 1959
amendment to the Soil Consèrvation and Rivers Control Act 1941, section 34 notices have been
placed on most peat bogs in Southland County and some in Wallace County. These notices are to

ènable the catchment bõard to control drainage of the bogs until such time as decisions are made on
the future of peat mining in Southland.
Many of the problems ðncountered in Southland relate to the freehold titles across the peatlands'
Uany ót the fui-"r. who have attempted to drain their peatland to bring it into production have
faileá because either the depth of drains installed have led to overdrainage or the conversion has not
been profitable, either of wtrictr results in the invasion of the bog with manuka- and blackberry.
Similar problems can occur with mining. Many bogs are covered by several different titles and
inevitably if one section of a bog is drained, either for farming or mining, other parts of the bog are
affected ãs well. Good quality sphagnum peat may be wasted if it is drained before it can be utilised'
If peatlands have beei puichãseã from the Crown alter 1925 then under the Coal Mines Act 1925
the örown owns the peat ãnd can control its extraction. However, for freehold land purchased from
the Crown before ti25 there is little or no control over extraction except for catchment authority
responsibilities for the protection of water and soil resources and provisions in district planning
schemes.

The land use decisions for most of the Crown-owned peatland in Southland have already been
made mostly on the basis that those areas which were unsuitable for reservation have been
developed.

5. Conclusion

5.1 Problems encountered in developing peatlands are most often specific to the particular bog.
Although the effects of developing peattana for pasture are known, mining and horticulture are
relativiy new practices in NewZeíând and possi6le efjecls on drainage are not easily quantifiable.
To dateþeatland development has been piecémeal and haphazard. Problems of land subsidence and
drainage have been deált with at the local or regional level as they have arisen.
In rËcent years there has been a growing Lwãreness that the peatland ecosyst€m is rapidly
disappearingirom New Zealand, and there is pressure to reserve remaining large p_eatlands. As well
tn" ïätrr" oI peat as a horticultural growing medium has been recognised and there is a growing
demand for peat products.
5.2 Superficially it would appear that there is no need for a national policy on managinga
peatlands ãs problåms occur att-d a." being controlled at the local or regional level. However,
policy is desirable because:
5.2.1

The peatlands of Westland, Otago, Stewart Island_and the Chatham Islands are essentially

undeveloped ànd without guidelines foi development, the same haphazard development and
problems encountered in other areas could re-occur.
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5.2.2 Peat can be considered a non-¡enewable resource. It is a valuable horticultural medium
and without adequate guidelines the volume of this resource could be severely reduced. There are
only limited reserves to top quality sphagnum peat and therefore it is doubtful if proposals to set up
an export industry can be justified.
5.2.3 Although peat has no other commersial uses in New Zealand at present it is possible that
other uses for it could develop in the future. For instance, the Chatham Islands peats are suitable for
establishing a peat-wax industry and the kauri peat swamps of Northland are a potential source of
oil. Without a national guideline there is no means of establishing whether or not peatlands should
be protected because of their potential for other uses not viable at present.

5.3 AREAS REQUIRING INVESTIGATION

5.3.1 The New Z,ealand peat resources survey of 1978 was the first attempt to quantify peat
resources on a national scale, Because of time restrictions the survey was limited to classifying the
peats sampled and determining the depth and plant composition. Not all areas were covered in the
survey and in the areas that were, sampling was selective. Although the survey is useful for
establishing the present status of peatlands there are many areas where it is inadequate as a guide to
possible management.
5.3.2 Although the survey indicates when sphagnum is present in a bog, thickness and quality
vary throughout the bog. Detailed studies of each bog containing sphagnum are required to
establish the volume of peat available for mining in New Zealand.
5.3.3 The present status of the bogs is given, but no indication of potential uses is given.
5.3.4 Although a great deal of information has been published about peatlands, knowledge of
many scientific aspects is inadequate. Fo¡ instance, little is known about the movement of water and

nutrients through peatlands. It is possible that the blanket peatlands of Otago are important
'sponges' for controlling run-off. Similarly the importance of many lowland peat bogs for flood
retention has been recognised, but mechanisms are not well understod.
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Terms of Reference
The Steerlng Committee
To determine action required towards formulating a co-ordinated policy and guidelines for
management of peat and peatlands for the pu oses of better administration of the water and soil
conservation legislation.
The worklng parttes
1. To advise the Steering Committee of action required in the formulation of policies and
guidelines using information and expertise from any appropriate souroes.
2. To examine A Suroey of New Zealand Peat Resourcespublished by the University of Waikato for
NWASCO to determine if:(a) the bogs surveyed were a representative cross-section of the various types of Peat bógs in
New Zealand;
(b) there are areas not included in the survey that require documentation to give a complete
coverage;

(c) the descriptions and classifications of the bogs provide adequate details on the peatlands;
(d)further surveys and detailed investigations are reguired.
3.

To identify critical factors in the understanding of the functions of peatlands.

To identify and make recomrnendations on the minimum areal and volumetric requirements for
the different uses of Peatlands.
5. To make recommendations on the management and use of peatlands, including:(a) management in relation to the proposed wetlands guidelines;
(b)preservation for important wildlife habitats, scientific and biological values;
(c) guidelines for management of partially developed and developed peatlands;
(d) allocation of undeveloped peatlands for future specific uses.

4.

6.

To identify any problems associated with land tenure'

7.

To discuss and make recommendations on the ¡ole and use of peat as a mineral and industrial
resource.

To consider existing legislative controls over Peat and whether:(a) all parties involved in peatland management and the use of Peat resources are adequately
catered for under existing legislation;
(b) any amendments to existing legislation are required.
9. To make recommendations on any further surveys or investigations of peatlands required to
more adequately answer the above terms of reference.
10. To raise any other matter that is relevant to the management and use of peatlands.
8.
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WATER AND

1

.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SOIL MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATTONS

Rai nfal I s and fl oods of Cycl one A'l i son , Ì¡larch 1975, on the north-eastern
RuahineRange. PJ Grant, NVHawklns, t'lChrÍstle. $1-00

1978

Water qua'lity research

Davfs. $2-50

1978

S F Davis. $2-00

1978

ín

New Zealand

1977. Satly

F

Liquid and waterborne wastes research in N Z 1977.
Synthetic detergents working party

report.

$1-00

1978

I'later qua'lity control cormittee report. $1-00
Suggestions for developing flow recommendations
Zealand streams. J C Fraser. $1-00

New

1978

for

in-stream uses of
1978

7. Index to hydrological recording stations in New Zeaìand 1978. $2-00
8. Water rights for the Clyde Dam, Clutha hydro povrer deve'lopment. $1-50
9. Index to hydroìogical recording statlons ln New Zealand L979. $2-00
10. l.later qualÍty research in N Z 1978. Denise F Church. $3-00
11. liquíd and waterborne wastes research in N Z 1979. D F Church. $2-00
12. Catchment regíster for New Zeaìand. Votume 1. $8.00
13. N Z Recreational River Survey. Pt 1 : Introductlon. G D & J H Egarr $5-00
14. N Z Rec River Survey. Pt 2 : North Island rivers. G D & J H Egarr $s-00
15. NZRecRiverSurvey. Pt3: South Is'land rivers. GDtJ HEgarr$12-00
16. Ì,laimea East lrrigatíon Scheme Ínformatlon booklet. (Out of stock)
17. Hawke's Bay Area Pìanning Study: Urban capability assessment. $4-00
18. Index to hydrological recording stations ln New Zealand 1980. $2-00
19. Rakaía water use and irrigation development. $3-00 D R Maidment,
tl J Lewthwaite, S G Hamblett.

r979
1980

1980
1981
1981
1981
1981

1980
1980

1980
1980

1980

1981

Su¡maries of water qua'lity and mass transport data for Lake Taupo
Catchment, New Zealand. C J Schouten, W Terzaghi, Y Gordon. $5.00

1981

coast.

F

1980

Helen R Hughes. $5-00

25. The report of the Water Quality Criteria Working Party. $3-00
26. Handbook on mfxlng in rivers. J C Rutherford. $8-00
27. Index to hydro'logical recording stations in New Zealand 1981. $2.00
28. Bibliography of Oceanography and Sedinentology for the Northìand - Auckland
29.

L979

1980

20, Water quality research in New Zealand 1979. B J Biggs. $4-00
2t. Liquid and waterborne wastes research ín N Z 1979. B J Bfggs. $2-00
22. Baseline water quality of the Manawatu l,tater Region 1977-78.
K J Currie, B l,l Gilliland. $3.00
23. Effects of land use on water qua'lity - A revlew. R H S McCotl &
24.

1978

T F l{ Harrls & T Hume. $3.00

1981
1981
1981

1981

Aquatic Oxygen Seminar Proceedings, Hamllton, November 1980. $10.00

L982
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30.

Future Groundwater

31.

Land and water resource surveys
C L Clark. $10.00

32.
33.

A procedure

Research and Survey

of NZ:

in

New

Zealand. $3.00

map coverage and

1982

reference

for characterising rlver channels.

M

P

sts.

Mosley. $8.00

1982

The United States Environmental Protectlon Agencyrs 1980 amblent water
criteria: a conpilation for use ln NZ. D G Smfth. $5.00

quaìity

35
36

New Zealand

37

I

L982

J S Gifford. $5 .00
Llquld and waterborne wastes research ín NZ, 1981. J S Gifford.

34

1

Water Quality Research

in

NZ, 1981.

1982

Landsllp and Flooding Hazards in Eastbourne
a guide for pìanning. $8.00

-

(In

L982

Physical and Chemical Methods for blater Quality Analysis. D G Smith

39

A Guide

40
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